
Scratch Bakeshop Custom Cakes  
We pride ourselves on the time and the attention we spend on every custom cake we create. Each one is 
truly a work of art and made with the highest quality, locally sourced ingredients. We are very excited to 

help you choose a cake that meets your style and exceeds your expectations! Every part of our cakes are 
hand created and will not look exactly like any provided photos that may be edited or altered. Each cake 

is unique and one of a kind.  

All of our fully frosted custom, non-tiered cakes, are four layers of cake and three layers of filling. Our 
naked style cakes are three layers of cake and two layers of filling. The flavor list can reflect cake, filling 

or frosting choices. Our cakes are filled with buttercream but jams, curds or fresh fruit can be added for an 
additional cost. 

Single Tiered Traditional Round Cakes Base Price 
4” (Smash Cake) serves 2-6 - $20.00 

6” serves 10-12 - $45.00 

8” serves 20-24 - $55.00 

10” serves 28-36 - $65.00 

12” serves 36-56 - $75.00  
Additional $5 Cake Board Fee  

Single Tiered Square Cakes Base Price 
All square cakes have an additional $5 Cake Board Fee 

6” serves 12-18 - $50.00 

8” serves 20-32 - $60.00 

10” serves 30-50 - $70.00 

12” serves 48-72 - $80.00 

Sheet Cakes Base Price  
Sheet Cakes are two layers of cake and one layer of filling.  

Full Sheet Cake serves 100 - $225 
1/2 Sheet Cakes serves 50 - $125 
1/4 Sheet Cake serves 25 - $75 

Cookie Cakes 
6” - $30 
8” - $40 

10” - $50 
12” - $60 

Additional Costs 
Specialty Flavors: $5 per flavor 

fresh fruit in cake: 6”-8” $5  10”-12” $10 
Additional Cake Fillings (jams, curds): 6”-8” $5  10”-12” $10 



Decorations vary based on intricacy, size and difficulty 
Cake board fees apply to cakes that need thicker boards 

Tiered Cakes 

All tiered cakes are priced starting at $6.50 Per Serving for Traditional and $6.50 per serving 
for a specialty flavor. Ask us for a serving guide or let us know how many people you wish to 

serve. 

Additional Fees 

*Specialty flavor: Add $5.00-$10.00 per flavor chosen for single tiered cakes, depending on 
choices.  

*Decoration Fee: This will range depending on size, amount and degree of difficulty.  

*Fondant: $1/serving for all cakes. 

*Cakes that require a thick cake board and tiered box will be an additional $15.00 

*Delivery/Cake tastings are only offered to dessert orders totaling a minimum of $400.  

*Delivery Fee: 0-30 Miles $100.00. Over 30 Miles, up to 90 miles $2.00 per mile round trip. 

Return Policy 

When your order is picked up we will show you the finished product before you leave the 
shop to ensure it is what you had asked for. If there are any issues at that time please alert us 
and changes can be made immediately at the shop. If you are unhappy with your order for 
any reason we require the order to be brought back within 24 hours to be inspected by our 
staff. We will then resolve the issue in person in the best way we can. It is our goal to exceed 
your expectations and dreams of a perfect dessert. 


